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CENOTREPID™
Simple, elegant, proven.
Centrepid™ Kit Components
- 2 Centrepid™ PC
- 1 60ml Syringe
- 2 30ml Syringes
- 1 20ml Syringe
- 2 Alcohol Wipes
- 4 Female Luer-Lok™ Cap
- 1 Patient Label

Centrepid™ Kit
Reorder Part #CELL-80180-A

Centrepid™ Hardware Components
- Eppendorf Centrifuge 5702
- Centrifuge Rotor
- Aerosol Cap (2 each)

Centrepid™ Centrifuge Bundle
Reorder Part #CELL-81480-A
85ml Carrier Adapter (2 Each)
Reorder Part #CELL-80420-A

Centrepid™ Key Features
- Rapid collection of autologous platelet concentrate from a low volume blood draw
- Highly portable and suitable for both office and operating room environments
- Complete control over the concentration and volume of the end products
- Industry leader in three critical areas:
  - 71% platelet recovery*
  - 5.1 x concentration factor*
  - Low white blood count levels
- Cost-effective solution
- 13 minute processing time

*Equivalence Testing of Cellmedix Holdings Centrepid™ Platelet Concentrate Preparation System and Predicate Device, Harvest SmartPrep® 2 APC60 performed by BSR Labs Cambridge, MA.